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Sawin et al.: Paull F. Baum

PAull F. BAUM
Lewis Sawin, Mary Poteat, and Benjamin Franklin Fisher IV*

To the graduate students of the early 1950s, Paul Baum was a
somewhat remote figure. Outside of class he might be seen, slight,
somewhat stooped, crossing from the library toward the “Dope Shop,”
well-worn book satchel in hand. He managed in many ways to impress
those about him. One student from long-ago days reminisces: “I had
very little personal contact with him, but I remember him the most
urbane and distinguished-looking of all the Duke faculty. One wouldn’t
have taken
for anything but a professor.” A second remembers a
“quiet man and meticulous scholar,”
eye twinkled and who never
wore the same necktie twice. A third elaborates, picturing Dr. Baum
among
colleagues:
He appeared aloof—scholarly, urbane, formidable,
bearded Mephistopheles, and the delight of the
haberdasher unapproachable. Impossible to imagine him
like Allan Gilbert, pouring concrete; or passionate about
city council and so intent on his roses that he forgot to
meet class, like Nye [Newman Ivey] White; or collecting a
bit of folklore from somebody else’s file-clerk, like Frank
Brown; or, like Will Irving, entertaining students at tea; or
having a backyard visit with wild turkeys, like Jay B.
Hubbell; or hunting, like Clarence Gohdes; or having
back put out of kilter by crossing north Africa in jeep,
like Lewis Leary. His students referred to him by the
unlikely name of “Butch,” because he was reputed
eat
graduate students raw for breakfast, though I never heard of
his tangling with any one except for academic sloppiness.
His very aloofness led students to speculate. They talked
about his clothes, some admiring his white shirts with
French cuffs held by gold cuff links, but obviously he
preferred the color and texture. I recall a heather Oxford
cloth shirt with button-down collar accompanied by blue
green suit and pearl-grey silk tie, which seemed to me a
mixture of styles reminiscent of Disraeli. Only after he
exempted himself as judge of a line of poetry because he
color-blind did I understand his taste: he saw texture
rather than color. This was a rare insight into Paull
Franklin Baum’s private world.

Further interesting contrasts
imparted by one whose mentor was
Dr. Baum’s equally respected, and very colorful, colleague, Allan H.
Gilbert:
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Gilbert’s beard looked as if it had just gone through a
wind tunnel; Baum’s was carefully trimmed, every hair in
place as if glued down. Gilbert’s teaching wardrobe
consisted of a T-shirt, baggy pants, and leather-thonged
sandals; Baum was meticulously and stylishly dressed—coat
and tie, sharply creased trousers, and comfortable (also
expensive) tan loafers. Gilbert drove an ancient vehicle
dating back to the early 30s at least (he finally traded it in
for a Jeep just before I left Duke in
Baum had his
impressive Lincoln. Gilbert
an exercise enthusiast...
Baum’ walk was the essence of dignity, an easy, unhurried,
somewhat jaunty amble.

During each student’s semester-initiating conference with him (as
Director of Graduate Studies he approved each one’s course schedule) he
was never unfriendly or stem, but always a bit reserved. Though not
“cold” the closest he came to “warmth” was the occasional wry, ironic
remark. To one student who had prepared a very lengthy dissertation
which, still, had covered
the first half of the career of the author in
question, he remarked, “Enough is as good as a feast.” Another,
meeting Dr. Baum (he was always “Dr. Baum”) for the first
noted
the “dry understatement of his remark when, seeing on the student’s
record that he had taken Chaucer from Walter Clyde Curry, the noted
scholar and author of the controversial Chaucer and the Medieval
Sciences, he said, ‘I believe that will do’.” How much irony was
intended, one wondered, or was it a mere statement of fact? Similar
irony is reported in another student-professor interaction:
I do remember that when I was reading for my oral
exam [doctoral exams at Duke in those days were strictly
orals], I talked to him about preparing the Victorian period
and I tried to get him to give me some idea of how far
down the list of Victorian novelists I had to go. I said to
him: “
wouldn’t expect me to have read Mrs. Humphrey
Ward, would you?” He just smiled. Well, I didn’t read Mrs.
Ward, and, sure enough, at the oral exam he asked me about
her. I knew little about Robert Elsmere, but he was
gentleman enough not to pursue the matter.

Another communicates:
Baum had something of
reputation for—well, not
brutality, precisely, but mercilessness in dealing with all
pretensions to scholarship. On the few occasions when I
had to confer with him, perhaps about papers, he was
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helpful, stimulating, unstinting with his time, but all
business. He was pleasant enough and unfailingly
courteous, but also a very private person who did not invite
casual contact. I think he might have wished for more
contact.

He seems to have expected higher standards from Ph. D. candidates than
from
and to them he was notably severe if their performances did
not match his anticipations. He commanded firm grasp over more
the literature alone of an era: the music, art, and social history of
period were in his mind as essential to an undertanding of
literary
culture as the writings themselves. His own conversance with these
extra matters was beyond
doubt.
Characteristic conscientiousness in academic affairs highlights this
description of Dr. Baum’s sense of responsibilities:
Unlike some of his colleagues, who, as students said,
practiced euthanasia on their works, he graded and returned
papers with admirable promptness. Students were convinced
that he stressed the importance of bibliography, for he
always asked bibliographical question on doctor’s orals,
as I can testify from the debriefing file kept by women
graduate students. But I can
bear witness how when he
questioned me on orals, I had to answer that I would have
consult the bibliographies for that information. He
seemed satisfied, and I judge that he was probing to test
whether the student would try
bluff on facts. He
reinforced that judgment when, two years after I had gone
to work on the Reference Staff of the Duke Library, he
asked where we had put the two-volume red bibliography
that used to be shelved near the door. He was as vague as
an ordinary mortal. The staff searched fruitlessly all day.
Next morning he put his head in the doorway and said with
a twinkle, “Never mind, it was probably the British
Museum.”

Two related occupations that should not go unnoticed were Dr.
Baum’s services to the Duke University Press and to the library. He
actually assumed duties of Editorial Director at the press during several
of his first years at Duke, and for many more he numbered among
members of its supervisory board. He evaluated many manuscripts
submitted for publication. Lately, one who knew well his efforts for the
press spoke decisively: “There ought to be a monument to that man in
front of the press offices.” To the library he gave equally mighty labors.
He harbored no narrow views to collections; he attempted to see that
all areas attained strength. After he began to teach Victorian literature,
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he was especially attentive to building library holdings in that field. He
and Mary Poteat were generous in establishing and developing a fine
Tennyson collection. Their combined
made possible the purchase
of Hallam Tennyson’s “Materials for a Life of Tennyson” (a multi
volume, privately printed, compilation assembled in preparation for his
Tennyson: A Memoir, the standard life for decades). When a copy of
that rare work became available, the vigilant Professor Baum, ever an
alert reader of sales lists, notified Miss Poteat, who bought and then
donated it to Duke’s growing library resources. For many years he was
named to the Library Council, time and again
He could appear diffident, shy, perhaps a trifle mysterious in
manner. “He seemed to creep about,” one of his students recalls,
“mysteriously, it seemed to me, among the stacks and the reading
rooms in the library, to go in and out of doors which I had not noted
previously.” He “served a world, a very special world, of his own.” A
colleague remembers him as “not exactly a feminist, I fear, and
inordinately shy.” A second colleague mitigates this bleakness; after
many years, he says, “what remains is a sense of delight in his private
conversation. In the office he would pick up his mail, cast his goatish
eyes around, and disappear.” A visiting professor and his wife who
lived next door for a year found Dr. Baum distant during much of the
time, but “when lured into captivity, he could be an amusing
conversationalist.” Once on Pawleys Island he was mistaken for Jesus
because of his beard and because the way he entered the surf convinced
an onlooker that he was about to walk on the water! A Duke
undergraduate took to following him around campus, believing that he
might be Shakespeare. In Dr. Baum’s day, when beards were not so
fashionable as they had been years earlier, his own appearance elicited
remarks about his head’s “being on upside down.” That is, “he wore
his hair not on his bald head but on his chin in the form of a
beautifully
goatee.”
Yet, he might on occasion, open up to one of us. One of his
graduate students, now a senior professor, writes:
One year at Duke when Baum taught me Chaucer on the
East Green and Anglo-Saxon (believe it or not) on the West
Green [the two campuses were a mile apart, linked by a
drive], he would give me a ride from one campus to the
other in his sylph-like Lincoln, and I got to know him.
To my remark that any novel about Durham should be
entitled “Gray Day in the Morning, he replied that in his
reincarnation he would choose to be sun worshipper. And
he dripped wit
he walked. Like his World War II-era
joke: If a WAVE is a female sailor and a WAC is a female
soldier, what’s a WOCK? Answer: a WOCK is something
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that you throw at a wabbit. Or his Sexual Schedule for
males: Age 20: tri-weekly; Age 40: Try weekly; Age 60:
Try weakly.

He was known, indeed, to his friends as a great storyteller, and did
not mind laughing at himself. One story he told on himself concerns
the consequences of the similarity in appearance between
and Dr.
Few, long-time Duke University President. The two men were often
mistaken for one another. During Prohibition, Dr. Baum, who liked a
drink, found a place in West Durham where he could purchase beer.
Soon, rumors began to circulate that Dr. Few, a teetotaler and most
conscientious about his position, had been seen frequenting this
notorious place. One day the two men met on the campus. Dr. Few
did not speak, but his sharp glance told Dr. Baum that Few had heard
the rumors and knew
to blame for buying
Thus Paul Baum could seem, as one student put it, “at different
times a different person, thus being a number of persons in all.” This
perception may well have been encouraged by his habit of irony, already
noticed, which sometimes left his true attitude in doubt. What did he
think of W. C. Curry? What was his real intention, remarked by more
than one student, in pointedly omitting—and announcing the
omission—as assigned reading Chaucer’s “The Miller’s Tale” and “The
Reeve’s Tale”? Of
similarly skipping
line-by-line discussion of
one part of “The Wife of Bath’s Prologue” with
remark, “The Wife
rather gets out of hand here.” Did he want us to take
literally or
was he employing his own method to entice us to read these tales first?
Many former students recall how at first they regarded Dr. Baum with
awe because of his obvious great learning. He was, says one, “the most
erudite man I have ever known; he was incredibly learned and able to
comment brilliantly and endlessly on even small literary matters. I
took a two-semester course in Chaucer where his knowledge, in spite of
his frequent reminders that little is known about Chaucer and his works
today, was almost frightening.”
a second: “My fondest memory is
that I
once able to answer a question he asked when nobody else
would try.” A third, enrolled in an Arnold seminar, was assigned a
ninety-minute report on a single short poem—because Baum had
perceived ’’some unique metrical peculiarities” there, and he wanted to
see whether the students had perceived them.
teaching a Victorian
survey class, he brought the students up short. Reading aloud from
Pater, he was “illustrating the prose rhythm in something like...‘her
16ng black hair and
thick dark locks,’ when with a perfectly straight
face, he went on ‘and the bogeyman will get you if
don’t watch
out.' We were so surprised that at first we didn’t catch on and laugh,
and he
somewhat let down that we weren’t faster on the uptake.”
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This same student adds: “Although Baum
a nice twinkle in his eye
from time to time, I doubt that many people would have credited him
with much sense of humor”—in consequence of his aloofness. The
great professor’s demeanor, clearly, had numerous facets. Contrary to
the comment about his sternness offered above, he is characterized by
another student as “seemingly very stem; at first he frightened me.” A
modified impression comes
another: “He was perhaps formidable;
perhaps his eyelids were on occasion just a little weary. There was a
distance, considerable but not frightening. He was far above us, or
beyond us, or apart from us; but I never knew him to bully
or to
take advantage of our lack of sophistication. His patience was
extraordinary.”
Nevertheless, he remembered by many as kindly and sincerely
interested in their work. “I gradually came to know
better and to
realize that he
not only the great Professor Baum but also a warm,
friendly human being,” remarks the person to whom he had initially
seemed to be so
A discussion with a couple of other members
in the English Department, overheard by this same student in passing,
rambled to what kinds of pajamas they liked to wear. Baum’s saying
that he liked green ones best shocked the novice student, who could not
imagine his idol outside a formal
When one of his former
graduate students was helping to start a new journal, to be called
Abstracts of English Studies, he wrote Dr. Baum about the purpose of
the journal, which was to publish summaries of the contents of
currently published periodical essays. Hoping to secure at best a
subscription from
he was pleased to receive from Dr. Baum a kind
and encouraging letter in reply, but containing a very characteristically
“Baumian” note: he thought, Baum said, that a great deal of what was
being published should appear only as abstracts. The first dissertation
a Victorian poet directed by Dr. Baum, Mary Poteat’s “A Critical
Edition of Tennyson’s Becket” (1935), involved circumstances that
reveal other aspects of his kindliness. One summer when both director
and student were working in London, and when Miss Poteat was
stricken with shyness after the arrival of an invitation to visit Sir
Charles Tennyson, grandson of the well-known poet, in his offices, Dr.
Baum encouraged her to conquer her misgivings and to meet with the
great man. (These were years, we may note, when the poet Tennyson’s
reputation was well below zenith.) Dr. Baum’s warmth and kind
exhortations to his student initiated a long-time friendship between
Miss Poteat and Sir Charles. When he visited this country they met
repeatedly, and he even journeyed to her tiny home town in the
mountains of western North Carolina. Miss Poteat always spoke of
Dr. Baum’s guidance, but not dictatorship, in his relationships with
students, in whom he tried unflaggingly to inculcate the importance of
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high standards. He was, moreover, not too remote to forego extra loads
of summer teaching during Warld War II, when professorial power ran
short.
Dr. Baum’s long-time colleague and friend, Clarence Gohdes,
recounts with pleasure a summer’s travel in Europe in the 1930s—
which included tense moments of driving down fearsome mountain
roads in Germany and a delightful visit to
May Morris, daughter
of the great Pre-Raphaelite, William Morris, whose companion at first
met the callers with wariness. The name of Professor Paull Baum,
however, rapidly allayed any suspicions she may have entertained, and
the visitors were subsequently treated with splendid hospitality. Dr.
Gohdes has also expressed lasting gratitude to his older friend for
counsel concerning the interior decoration of his own home. An
impressive facade for the Gohdes’s living-room fireplace shows to
advantage the aesthetic eye of Paull F. Baum. Tribute also paid to
what must have been Dr. Baum’s better than dry approach to medieval
poets by Graydon Eggers, in his translation of The Owl and the
Nightingale (1955), where we read as part of the dedication: “To Paull
F. Baum who brought these birds to life.” The dedicatee himself
prepared a fine introduction for this book.
dedications, which
bear witness to his lasting influence, appear in former students Cecil
Lang’s monumental edition of the Swinburne letters and Charles
Eugene Ward’s biography of
Dryden.
Bom in Dover, Delaware, 13 May 1886, Paull Franklin Baum was
educated at Hamilton College, and then at Harvard, from which he
received the Ph.D. in 1915. He had also studied at the Universities of
Munich, Vienna, Lausanne, and the Sorbonne. He came to Duke in
1923 from Harvard, where he had been teaching for nearly a decade,
recommended, it said, to Duke’s President Few by none other than
Harvard’s George Lyman Kittredge, who spoke of him, quite truthfully,
as “a learned man” even then. As one of his colleagues has written,
“Baum’s previous experience teaching graduate students at Harvard
proved immensely valuable to the eventual grounding of a genuine
graduate school” at Duke. True to his typically reticent character,
another comments, he refrained from anecdotes about his famous
Harvard professors, such as Kittredge, about whom Duke students
would have loved to have had stories. Those
gleaned instead from
others, like Jay B. Hubbell and Clarence Gohdes. A widower for many
of his early years at Duke, Dr. Baum and
stepdaughter from his first
marriage displayed great mutual affection. She always refered to him as
“the Pater,” pronouncing that word to rhyme with Walter Pater’s last
name. The second Mrs. Baum, Hessie (Helena) Watts, had earned a Ph.
D. at Duke, in 1942, with a dissertation on Ben Jonson, supervised by
Allan Gilbert. She had also worked for years as Dean at a Florida
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college. The Baums were great admirers of wild flowers, nurturing
many species that ornamented their yard on Pinecrest Road.
Furthermore, according to a student, Dr. Baum’s home
“layout and
appointments [that] seemed to me a perfect extension of his
personality.” A more frequent visitor remarked that Dr. Baum’s
predilection for interior decor ran to the “trim and compact.” At the
Pinecrest Road residence, and in despite of what some of the foregoing
paragraphs here may suggest,
entertained as a fine, and genial, host.
One who came into repeated social contact with him remembers him as
a “cultivated” person, and another—a great admirer characterizes
“as savant and as arbiter elegantiarum”
Dr. Baum was the first Director of Graduate Studies in English at
Duke, a position he held at the time of his retirement in 1954. He
directed dissertations from topics in Gower or the seventeenth century to
Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, Patmore, Meredith, Hardy, and Henry
James, among others, testimony to the breadth and depth of his
expertise. Upon the sudden death of Newman Ivey White, Dr. Baum
took over the supervision of several dissertations on Romantic
Initially a specialist in philology and medieval studies, he took on
the Victorians, probably because of declining interest in the former, and
it has been alleged that he always thought of his work in the nineteenth
century as a kind of “slumming.” But much, perhaps most, of his
most significant publication concerns the Victorians, and his early
interest is evident from studies of Victorian
(Le Fanu and Wilkie
Collins’s presumed influence upon Joseph Conrad), of Coventry
Patmore’s literary criticism, and from his fine edition (1928) of
Rossetti’s The House of Life, this last reflecting an interest, it has been
said, which began in childhood. He once remarked, in the late 1930s,
that he would have to choose between the two fields, but he never did.
Two points are worth note in regard to such shifting. First, that in
turning more and more to Victorian studies, Dr. Baum merely followed
well-trodden pathways, witness the examples of W. D. Paden, another
medievalist who went Victorian ways and in consequence gave us a fine
book on Tennyson; or Floyd Stovall, who worked first on Shelley, but
whose name today is inextricably yoked with Poe and Whitman; or
Arthur Hobson Quinn, who departed Elizabethan for American
literature. Second, Dr. Baum was a genuine pioneer in exploring what
were uncharted territories, for many, well into the mid-twentieth
century, those of D. G. Rossetti and of Pre-Raphaelitism writ large.
His many books and articles reveal, in fact, three main areas of
interest: the medieval, with special attention to Chaucer; the sounds
and rhythms of language, in prose as well as in poetry; and the
Victorian poets. The first evidenced—to mention only books—by
Chaucer, a Critical Appreciation (1958), Chaucer’s Verse (1961) and
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Anglo-Saxon Riddles of the Exeter Book (1963). The Victorians are
represented by a multitude of Rossetti studies, from The House of Life
(1928), through the Analytical List of Rossetti mss. at Duke (1931),
Letters of William Michael Rossetti
Clarence Gohdes] (1934),
The BlessedDamozel (1937),
Rossetti's Letters to Fanny Cornforth
(1940) to Tennyson Sixty Years After (1948), and Ten Studies in the
Poetry of Matthew Arnold (1958). The two books on sound and
rhythm are the early Principles of English Versification (1922) and
much later The Other Harmony of Prose (1952). These interests often
intersected in his work— in Rossetti’s and Tennyson’s medievalism,
Arnold’s experimental versification.
His most noticed work, no doubt, is Tennyson Sixty Years After,
which faulted the Laureate severely—and, some readers thought,
unfairly. That book, however, retains value although its reception
continues mixed—with one recent commentator’s notion that it has
self-destructed being countered by testimony that it “remains basic
reading for Tennysonian scholars,”
that if Baum’s “ennuyé manner
can annoy, it never obscures the trenchancy of his judgments. This
remains the solidest general study of Tennyson’s work.” Dr. Baum’s
last article, on “Crossing
Bar,” maintained his view of Tennyson as
a writer of unquestioned excellences and undeniable weaknesses.
Whatever excrescences he
have found in Tennyson, Dr. Baum did
not ignore
great importance among British writers. By way of
illustrating this recognition, a correspondent writes that Baum’s
students in Victorian survey classes were assigned all of Tennyson’s
poems in Poems by Two Brothers. He also furthered Tennysonian
causes by means of
authoritative survey in The Victorian Poets: A
to Research, ed. F. E. Faverty (1956), another pioneer, ground
breaking, book on later nineteenth-century British poetry. And not
only did he support the scholarship of Mary Poteat at time when
Tennyson was unpopular. His influence led to
important work as
a book about Tennyson and the reviewers by Edgar F.
Jr.
if less directly, to the edition of Tennyson’s correspondence being edited
and published at the present time by Professor Shannon and his
colleague, Cecil Y. Lang, both former students. Dr. Baum’s great
helpfulness to a young academic’s projected Tennyson handbook in the
early 1960s (who had come to Duke for research purposes) is further
evidence for
multiple views of
pre-eminent Victorian poet.
Among Dr. Baum’s shorter significant publications in Victorian
topics were several on Rossetti and Swinburne. Their manuscripts
repeatedly attracted his scholar’s eye, although his analysis of
Swinburne’s late poem, “ Nympholept,” stands, thirty years later, as
the sole critical
devoted wholly to that piece. His command of
matters Victorian is much farther ranging, as we may discern by noting
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publications on Newman’s “Lead, Kindly Light,” Walter Savage
Landor, Arnold and Clough, an article on the “New Marinism in
Poetry” (which pays knowledgable respects to George Meredith
poet), and even a brief essay centering on trends in 1890s literary
periodicals. A no-nonsense exploration of Sprung Rhythm—an
outgrowth of his Victorian and prosodic pursuits combined, no doubt—
makes greater
in
often befogged area of verse technique, with
natural attention to Hopkins, than many another assay of such material.
Meantime, Dr. Baum contributed many articles on medieval subjects to
professional journals.
It is known, too, that he wrote poetry, usually published under a
pseudonym. One privately printed poem which has been identified,
“Concerto No. 1
the Tristram-Iseult theme),” attempts to combine
or integrate language and music. In the preface he wrote: “In the
following opus I have tried to suggest some of the musical effects of a
concerto—the lines in italics at the right representing the solo
instrument, the lines in Roman type the accompaniment.” He also
turned out a series of philosophical essays on “Truth,” in the Sewanee
Review, during the 1920s.
1947 he accompanied a former student to
a Durham studio to record parts of the Canterbury Tales. Then sixty
years of age, he spoke with such timbre in his voice as might have
been envied by many a younger man.
Though recognizing the “follies of scholarship and scholars—their
submersion in detail, their failure to distinguish the trivial from the
significant” (review of Norman Foerster’s The American Scholar), he
was himself very interested in detail. He may well have
himself
more as a literary scholar and
of literature
literary critic
—two jobs which he saw as separate tasks, which are unlikely to be
combined in the same person.
the essay on The American Scholar
he wrote:
In the economy of life is it not asking too much
expect
that the scholar, whose patience and zeal can be put
no
better task than the recovery and coordination of facts,
shall possess also the fine sensibilities and philosophical
insight of the critic? There is a point at which scholarship
may be permitted
stop.

One of his students who, as Dr. Baum’s research assistant, was expected
to dig out “facts,” found himself engaged in the project of calculating
the seating capacity of the great “stadium” in “The Knight’s Tale”
where Palamon engaged Arcite, using the Coliseum in Rome as a
model whose dimensions, including seat height, were known. The
same student remembers Dr. Baum pointing out that the flowers on the
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slopes of Arnold’s Mount Etna in Empedocles on Etna are the flowers
of the Swiss Alps, not of the Sicilian heights: Arnold had not been to
Sicily, but he had been to Switzerland, and he described what he knew.
Another points out that Dr. Baum’s methods in dealing with Victorian
poets came from his training as a medievalist:
His students explicated lines from Arnold and Hardy
attentively, and not even those who found the method
precious for their needs,
I
ever faulted him with lack
of preparation. He examined every poem intently, as if
suspecting a medieval riddle....Once I was busy with my
notes while he was inveighing against the pretentiousness
of American poetry in general and Amy Lowell’s in
particular (Was she part of his Harvard experience that he
felt her inadequacies so passionately?). “Thrift, thrift! Who
knows what thrift is? he demanded.
“Phlox Subulata” I murmured.
In sulfurous silence, too late, I recognized the rhetorical
question. My lese majesty was never mentioned.

Victorian study with Paull Baum is described by a class member: “I
did have a full-year Victorian course with him, in which we studied
Tennyson, Arnold, Rossetti, William Morris, and Pater...On the other
hand, he couldn’t abide Browning and simply refused to teach him.”
Classes in Victorian literature today are a far cry from that kind of
regimen! Many offer notable recollections of Dr. Baum’s seminars in
Rossetti, Arnold, or Swinburne.
were sometimes treated to his
conception that arrangements of poems within collections and
anthologies have special
upon readers. For years he also offered
classes in British drama from 1660-1890, a full-year survey. He
early
in his career, published a piece about Samson Agonistes that
still repays its readers, and so his range of expertise, as we shall see
elsewhere, extended over and beyond
and Victorian literature.
Orderliness was a hallmark of his observed time and again by his
students: “Baum’s classes were formal and structured. Although he
little outright lecturing, he required everyone to participate on a
regularly scheduled basis
neatly added his instruction to what we had
to contribute. He assigned reports, he had mid-term and final
examinations, and he required a term paper.”
Dr. Baum’s scholarly pursuits included American literature, more
so than
familiar
with his medieval and Victorian work might
initially suppose. One of his little-known contributions in this vein
was the original cover design for American Literature. His introduction
to Sidney Lanier’s The Science of English Verse, Vol. in the
Centennial Edition of that Southern writer’s works, combined a relish
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for prosody with no mean knowledge of Lanier “whole.” An
assessment of biographical approaches to Poe’s renowned “To Helen”
[MLN, 1949] also demonstrates a solid, alert command of the subject at
hand. His interest in prosody led to additional publications
encompassing other American
whose works he evidently knew as
well as those of writers who fell within his more pronounced
the isthat “is
ialties.
task
attest.
A project which engaged Dr. Baum’s attention over many
as years
was The Frank C. Brown Collection of North Carolina Folklore, for
which he edited most of the seven volumes. He was an involved
member of the North Carolina Folklore Society from 1923 onward.
Perhaps his Harvard medieval training and his early work on
legends
of Judas Iscariot paved the way for his commitment to this field. He
once contemplated establishing a publishing house to be called the
Iscariot Press! His full-length study of the medieval legend of Judas
appeared in 1916, and several shorter authoritative explorations of Judas
lore devolved from it. He also published studies in balladry, in
proverbs, and in folklore incorporated
Piers Plowman His related
work on
young
betrothed to a statue” theme extended into the
plastic arts.
Anyone who worked with the English language so long he did
could not but develop some strong notions in regard to its uses. He
aimed for the precise word in both writing and speech. He once
explained that many people overuse and misuse the word “never”:
frequently it too strong for
context. This word is
often used
when what is meant in fact not just defining of a mere lifetime but of
all time that has passed and that will continue to exist into the future.
He insisted, too, that the English language was being polluted by
several unnecessary
such as the current use of humans” rather
than the more decorous “human beings.” His punctiliousness in saying
“glass-i-er,” and not glazier,” has been remembered by those who heard
him. Maybe his designations of forged books as “goat feathers” or the
dilemmas of would-be critics who really didn’t know what they were
talking about as “shoveling smoke” yoked his wish for precision in
language with
customary Baumian dry irony.
There can be no doubt of his lifelong dedication to
profession
of literary scholar. In addition to his many publications and interested
guidance and encouragement of his students, he took seriously the
of refereeing for such periodicals as Victorian Poetry, as extant copies
of his detailed comments on mss. submitted to him
Even during
the period of his long final illness he readily assisted those in need.
Such help could take shape as a prompt reply by letter to a new
graduate student’s inquiries about problems in Rossetti studies and the
finer points in Holman Hunt’s accounts of Pre-Raphaelitism, or as a
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painstaking reading of what would become a signal book centering in
bibliographical study of the Pre-Raphaelites. He could be classified
overall, in the words of one who admired him, as “the A+ member of
an A faculty.” Not for nothing was he named James B. Duke Professor
of English in 1953—the first to be so honored—in recognition of his
lifetime of outstanding accomplishments in and contributions to our
profession. True to the adage, “full many a truth’s spoke half in jest,”
a Duke faculty wife observed: “It took two men to replace Paull when
he retired.” Those two, John Hurt Fisher and Lionel Stevenson, were
admirable successors, who carried on Baumian traditions. Perhaps a
summing up of the lasting impression left by this man is best
expressed in these words:
Always warily aware of his reputation as a scarletrobed inquisitor, I would have spared myself from exposure
to his teaching if I could. And I would have been wrong.
For like a Marine who has survived boot camp, I think
better of myself for having been there. More significantly,
I recognize that the habit of intense scrutiny carried over
from poetry to the potentials of academic life—no small
contribution from teacher to taught.

Paul F. Baum was indeed a many-sided person. From the student
conclusion, “I’m quite sure that his rather stem demeanor belied a very
kind heart,” to the gratitude
by persons he introduced and who
later married, this multeity is unquestionable. Whatever his
“formidability,” his influence has been long-lasting and his inspirations
great.
death, on 16 July 1964, left, in the minds of many a double
regret: not
that he was dead but that few
known, really, much
about a
well
knowing.
* Because so many years have passed since Dr. Baum engaged
in active professional life, this sketch necessitated a variation on
what have become customary UMSE essays of this sort. Instead of
being the product of one writer, it is comprised of remembrances
by a number of persons, among them several former students.
Those who have helped to assemble what seem like the pieces of
mosaic are, in addition to Professor Sawin himself—now Emeritus
at The University of Colorado—Harry M. Bayne, Helen Bevington,
Benjamin and Dorothy M. G. Boyce, Louis J. Budd, Claire Caskey,
H. Morris Cox, Jr., Louis E. Dollarhide, Graydon Eggers, William
E. Fredeman, Clarence and Celestine Gohdes, Ima H. Herron,
Harriet R. Holman, David K. and Mary Jackson, Julie A. Karsten,
Cecil Y. Lang, Raybum S. Moore, Linwood E. Orange, Lewis and
Frances Gray Patton, Robert
Pierson, Lillian Pollock, Mary
Poteat (who died in July 1988), Dorothy Roberts, Sara E. Selby,
Edgar F. Shannon, Jr., John Stasny, Edward Stone, Bruce Teets,
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Thelma S. Turner, Erma Whittington, James Woodress. To them, a
great measure of thanks. William E. King, University Archivist at
Duke; Jeanne T. Newlin, Curator, Harvard Theatre Collection; and
Kathleen A. Markees, Curatorial Associate, Harvard University
Archives, have provided special assistance. Professor Sawin, Miss
Mary Poteat [both Baum Ph.Ds.], and I have drawn on materials
given to us in composing the essay.
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